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Why Focus on Mobile Learning?
Regardless of the specific trend – be it 1:1 programs, 
BYOD programs, or something in between – mobile 
technology is having a permanent impact on 
education. Student engagement and performance 
have been shown to increase exponentially through 
the integration of technology into instruction, so 
schools are enthusiastically and aggressively 
embracing these trends. 

As of this writing...
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80%

95%
The scale and speed of this adoption have 
created a tremendous opportunity to support 
these initiatives with relevant products and 
implementation expertise.

of IT decision makers within education have implemented 
or intend to implement mobile device management 

solutions that can scale across all devices.

worth of computing devices were installed in K-12 
institutional settings – this is projected to increase by 
as much as 7.5% annually for the next two years.

of security decision makers in education reported data 
security as a top priority over the next 12 months.

$10.3 billion
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•	 Do you have cases to protect your 
individual devices?

•	 How will you store your devices?

•	 How will your devices be charged?

•	 Do you have a data security solution?

•	 How will content be managed and 
deployed to devices?

•	 What input devices or peripherals will 
support your objectives and subject 
matter?

By asking these questions, you can position yourself 
as a mobile learning expert and close incremental 
sales using mobile learning solutions from The 
Douglas Stewart Company. Our product categories 
are aligned to support the diverse needs of mobile 
learning, and our Account Managers are equipped 
with the insight you need to sell strategically into these 
programs. Read on for the highlights of our mobile 
learning lineup, and be sure to visit us online at  
www.dstewart.com for the full breadth of our  
product offering.

When your customers plan to implement, or have 
implemented, a mobile learning program, think 
about the questions they might overlook:

1 “Building an Effective Mobile Device Management Strategy for Education,” Forrester Consulting, 2012
2 “2012 Education Technology Market Watch,” Center for Digital Education, 2012
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Big Grips 
iPad® Cases
Big Grips makes mobile 
device protection fun and 
easy with big, comfortable, 
and very grip-able cases. 
Each Big Grips case is 
made of soft, squishy, easy 
to grab foam. Available in 
blue, green, gray, black, or 
purple, Big Grips cases are 
perfect for K-12 classrooms 
that use iPad devices!

Greensmart Shapo
•	 Available in 7- and 10-inch sizes
•	 Slip-in easy access
•	 Convenient finger loop
•	 Fuzzy liner made from 100% 

recycled plastic bottles
•	 Airport security checkpoint friendly
•	 Made from 100% water-based  

non-toxic, eco-friendly Neogreene
Shapo 7”
DSC# 86558 • Vendor# 12812 • SRP $14.95 • Cost $10.00

Shapo 10”
DSC# 86562 • Vendor# 12822 • SRP $18.95 • Cost $12.48

Big Grips Frame for iPad
DSC# 23471 • Vendor # 1009-BLU-F2 
SRP $34.95 • Cost $24.54

Big Grips Stand for iPad
DSC# 23479 • Vendor # 1002-BLU-S 
SRP $24.95 • Cost $17.51

Also available!  
The Big Grips Stand™ is a  
matching stand for hands-free use 
of the student’s mobile device.  
The stand also facilitates easy 
instruction in a classroom setting.

Greensmart makes fun, colorful sleeves and bags made from recycled materials to support mobile 
learning initiatives and a greener, cleaner planet.

Greensmart Quokka
•	 Available in 7- and 10-inch sizes
•	 Exterior zipper pocket
•	 Slip-in easy access
•	 Convenient finger loop
•	 Fuzzy liner made from 100% 

recycled plastic bottles
•	 Made from 100% water-based 

non-toxic, eco-friendly Neogreene
Quokka 7”
DSC# 86576 • Vendor# 12912 • SRP $18.95 • Cost $12.49

Quokka 10”
DSC# 86580 • Vendor# 12922 • SRP $21.95 • Cost $14.00

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=GreenSmart&q=GreenSmart
http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Big%20Grips&q=Big%20Grips
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Trident Case makes protective cases 
for a broad range of mobile devices, 
designed and tested to deliver the 
toughest protection possible. The 
mythically named Aegis and Kraken 
case models from Trident are perfect 
for young users, and are available 
with convenient accessories like stand 
attachments for added utility. 

Trident Aegis Case for iPad
Blue	•	iPad/iPad	2	

DSC# 20134 • Vendor# AG-NEW-IPAD-BL 
SRP $49.95 • Cost $24.98

Trident Kraken AMS iPad  
Case and Stand Bundle
Blue	•	iPad/iPad	2

DSC# 20148 • Vendor# B-AMS-IPAD-BL 
SRP $79.95 • Cost $39.98

Trident iPad® Cases

Trident Kraken AMS Case for iPad
Green	•	iPad/iPad	2

DSC# 20147 • Vendor# AMS-NEW-IPAD-TG 
SRP $69.95 • Cost $34.98

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Trident&q=Trident
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Wrapsol Privacy Screen Protector
The Wrapsol Privacy Screen Protector for Apple® iPad® helps prevent impact and scratch damage while 
preserving usability. The screen is clear for direct viewing from the front and darkens to obstruct the viewing 
from the side, so only the primary user can see the screen. This is ideal for teachers reviewing students’ grades 
without compromising confidentiality.

DSC# 20384 • Vendor# PMPAP011SO • SRP $39.99 • Cost $28.75

Wrapsol Ultra Screen Protector
The Wrapsol Ultra Screen Protector for iPhone® is an easy to apply, strong, smooth and durable screen 
protection system that preserves devices’ design integrity. Made from advanced high-strength polyurethane 
and using a 100% dry application process that actively releases air bubbles, the Wrapsol Ultra Screen 
Protector installs in an instant and helps prevent dings, dents and scratches to classroom mobile devices.

DSC# 17354 • Vendor# UPHAP004SO • SRP $14.99 • Cost $5.94

With ergonomic handles, a 
lightweight, shock-absorbent 
foam body, and smart 
design, Gripcase provides 
convenience, control and 
security. Gripcase provides 
instructors peace of mind 
knowing that younger students 
will have handles and a foam 
bumper to keep iPad devices 
in their hands and out of the 
repair shop. Gripcase cases 
are now available with the 
Gripcase GripBase stand, for 
convenient hands-off usage.

Gripcase iPad Case
Black	•	iPad	2/iPad	3	

DSC# 18330 • Vendor# I2BLK-USB 
SRP $39.99 • Cost $29.90

Gripcase GripBase Stand for iPad
iPad	2/iPad	3	

DSC# 22309 • Vendor# GS-USB 
SRP $19.99 • Cost $16.35

Gripcase iPad® Case

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Gripcase&q=Gripcase
http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Wrapsol%20Inc.&q=Wrapsol%20Inc.
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Moshi iGlaze Hardshell Case for iPhone®

Minimalist-style protection that will protect from scratches 
and shocks without compromising form and functionality.

White • DSC# 19207 • Vendor# 99MO061101 
Black • DSC# 19208 • Vendor# 99MO061001
SRP $30.00 • Cost $11.76

Moshi iGlaze Pro 15R
This minimalist style protective case from Moshi will 
complement and protect the MacBook® Pro 15  
with Retina.

DSC# 22848 • Vendor# 99MO054903 
SRP $65.00 • Cost $41.47

Moshi iGlaze and  
Versacover Case for iPad®

Slim and functional, the iGlaze Versacover will protect 
both the front and back of your iPad while supporting the 
auto-wake/sleep	function	and	utilizing	both	portrait	and	
landscape modes.

DSC# 16898 • Vendor# 99MO056901 
SRP $59.95 • Cost $31.13

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Moshi%20Corp&q=Moshi%20Corp
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Introducing the NEW Sky™ Wifi Smartpen from Livescribe™ 
From Paper Directly to the Digital World
The Sky Wifi Smartpen is the perfect companion to a tablet, laptop, or smartphone—making digital recording of notes even 
simpler, friendlier, and more aspirational.

Smartpens Remember So Users Don’t Have To
Record everything a user writes and hears together or separately. Tap anywhere on notes or diagrams to replay the audio. 
You can even record audio with just the simple press of a button.

Any Time, Anywhere Access to Notes: Wirelessly
Automatically, recorded notes and audio are wirelessly sent and securely stored in an Evernote account. From Evernote, easily 
search, share and replay lectures, meetings, and ideas any time from a PC, Mac, iOS or Android device.

Peripherals & Accessories

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Livescribe&q=Livescribe
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Echo Smartpen – 2 GB
DSC# 98825 • Vendor# APX-00008 
SRP $119.95 • Cost $106.62 

Sky WiFi Smartpen – 2 GB
DSC# 19853 • Vendor# APX-00010 
SRP $169.95 • Cost $143.51

Sky WiFi Smartpen – 4 GB
DSC# 19854 • Vendor# APX-00011 
SRP $199.95 • Cost $168.84

Compare Smartpens 2GB Echo 
Smartpen

2GB Sky Wifi 
Smartpen

4GB Sky Wifi 
Smartpen

Hours of Recording Time 200 200 400

Livescribe™ Edition of Evernote®  
(Bonus 500MB of monthly upload) • •

Wireless Transfer of Notes & Audio • •
Access Notes on iOS® & Android™ • •
Sky Wifi Smartpen Basics Guide • •
Access Note on Mac® & Windows® PCs • • •
Livescribe™ Starter Dot Paper Notebook • • •
Micro USB Cable • • •
Ink Cartridges 2 2 2

Smartpen Caps 1 2 2

Peripherals & Accessories

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Livescribe&q=Livescribe
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Native Union Solo Handset Traveler
The Native Union Solo Handset Traveler is a super slim contemporary telephone handset for mobile 
devices. Designed specifically to sit on a flat surface, this smart design raises the microphone and the 
speaker off the surface of the table keeping it clean and dry. The handset connects to smartphones 
or tablets, and is perfect for students looking for extra comfort and parents worried about mobile 
device radiation. 

DSC# 66326 • Vendor# MM05T-GRY-ST • SRP $39.99 • Cost $22.22

Hammerhead Pen Stylus
This input stylus doubles as a ballpoint pen, and provides students with the ability to have 
precise interactions with their chosen device. The Hammerhead Pen Stylus is also perfect for 
art students looking for a natural way to draw on their touchscreen device.  

DSC# 17640 • Vendor# 1/HAM11400 • SRP $16.99 • Cost $6.12

Hammerhead DisplayPort and HDMI Cable
Hammerhead’s DisplayPort and HDMI Cable connects any device with a MiniDisplay 
output with HDMI input ports. Use this solution to extend the usability of aging classroom 
equipment. 

DSC# 17626 • Vendor# 6/HAM2468 • SRP $29.99 • Cost $17.06

Hammerhead Keyboard and Cover Case for iPad
The Hammerhead Bluetooth Keyboard Case for iPad®	(3rd	Generation)	and	iPad	2	is	
made from genuine leather and features a detachable wireless keyboard and stylus.  
This case is perfect for creating an instant computer lab anywhere students are using their 
iPad devices. 

DSC# 17611 • Vendor# 3/HAM11370 • SRP $99.99 • Cost $58.82

Hammerhead Neoprene Case
The Hammerhead Neoprene Case for iPad is a stylish and secure way to protect students’ 
iPad	devices	(Generation	1,	2,	and	3).	The	interior	pocket	secures	the	iPad	inside	the	case,	
while leaving enough space for power cords, adapters and personal items. 

DSC# 17660 • Vendor# 3/HAM11370 • SRP $24.99 • Cost $11.53

Native Union Curve Bluetooth® Wireless Handset & Docking Station
Includes a handset and weighted base unit with an integral iPhone® charger, perfect for incorporating 
a mobile device into a desktop environment. This set offers a convenient, per-desk docking option for 
large classroom implementations of smartphones. 

DSC# 66322 • Vendor#  MM03I-WHT-HG • SRP $99.99 • Cost $66.66

Peripherals & Accessories

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Native%20Union&q=Native%20Union
http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Hammerhead&q=Hammerhead
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FileMaker Pro 12
FileMaker Pro 12 is easy-to-use database software that helps schools 
collect, manage and report on student and administrative data. Schools 
using FileMaker software for all of their datasets are able to make better 
decisions based on accurate data, available anywhere. Many of these 
schools create their own FileMaker solutions or use some of the many 
K-12 software solutions offered by independent developers.

With FileMaker, your customers will join over 10,000 K-12 schools 
that use FileMaker in their data-driven decision making processes to 
achieve greater operational efficiency, easily comply with federal and 
state reporting requirements, advance teacher development and monitor 
student performance.

DSC# 12629 • Vendor# H6138LL/A 
SRP $179.00 • Cost $156.95

FileMaker Go for iOS
Tackle any school task on your iPad® and iPhone® with 
FileMaker Go. Using this FREE app for iOS, teachers can 
achieve incredible new levels of efficiency:

 » Access all students’ emergency contacts while out on 
a field trip

 » Inventory all the computer equipment in their district
 » Verify student class schedules in the hallway from their 
iPhones

 » Conduct teacher evaluations in the classroom on their 
iPad devices

Content Management

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=FileMaker&q=FileMaker
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Mobility without 
vulnerability.
Devices. Apps. Data.

ANDROID™

PROTECTED
TABLET

PROTECTED
iPHONE®

PROTECTED

For more information about Symantec Mobile Management 
and other Symantec mobility solutions, call our Licensing Team 
at 800-279-2795 or email symantec@dstewart.com

Content Management

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Symantec&q=Symantec
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Symantec™ Mobile Management Suite
One Solution for All Education Mobility Needs
Symantec™ Mobile Management Suite is a comprehensive mobile learning enablement solution, specifically 
designed to address a diverse set of mobility needs. The suite contains three primary components that 
together provide all the capabilities needed for institutions to enable, secure and manage mobile devices, 
applications, and data.

Symantec™ Mobile Management is the mobile device management product that 
provides visibility and control over iOS, Android™ and Windows® Phone devices. 

Key features:

• Enterprise User Activation

• Configuration Management

• Policy Management

• App and Content 
Distribution

• Compliance Enforcement

• Selective Wipe

• Secure Email

• Asset Management

Symantec™ App Center is the mobile application management product that provides 
comprehensive distribution and protection for mobile apps/content on iOS and Android devices. 

Key features:

• Enterprise App Distribution

• App Protection Policies

• Enterprise Content 
Distribution

• Content Protection Policies

• Selective Wipe

Symantec™ Mobile Security is a threat protection product that provides 
award-winning antivirus technology, advanced firewall, and Symantec Mobile Security anti-spam 
functionality for Android and Windows Mobile platforms. 

Key features:

• Anti-malware

• Web Protection (safe 
browsing)

• Anti-theft

• Enterprise Policy 
Management

• Application Blacklisting

• Visibility & Compliance

• Integration with Symantec 
Mobile Management

Content Management

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Symantec&q=Symantec
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Sync & Charge

iQ Wall Cages
iQ Wall Cages are ideal for small deployments of up to 16 iPad devices. Use these stationary 
cages to store, sync and charge up to 16 devices with 2.1 amp power. 

DSC# 22827 • Vendor# LNC7016x2 • SRP $1,999.00 • Cost $1,587.45

iQ 16  Cart
The iQ 16 Cart stores, syncs and charges up to 16 iPad® devices at once using 2.1 amp USB 
power.	The	iQ	16	has	a	smaller	footprint	than	the	iQ	32,	to	accommodate	transporting	and	
storing smaller mobile device deployments.

DSC# 22826 • Vendor# LNC7009 • SRP $1,999.00 • Cost $1,587.45

iQ Traveler
The iQ Traveler is an iPad carrying case that stores, syncs and charges up to 16 iPad devices for on-
the-go deployments. The authentic Pelican Case construction is durable enough for outdoor use such 
as field trips or athletics programs. 

DSC# 78782 • Vendor# LNC7101 • SRP $1,999.00 • Cost $1,587.45

iQ 32 Cart and iQ 32-S Cart 
The	iQ	32	Cart	stores,	syncs	and	charges	up	to	32	iPad	devices	at	once	using	2.1	amp	USB	
power.	The	iQ	32	is	capable	of	mobile	deployment	or	stationary	storage	using	the	heavy	duty	
anchor kit. Sliding drawers on both sides allow students to access devices quicker and easier. 
The	iQ	32-S	provides	the	same	features	for	Samsung® tablets.

iQ 32:  DSC# 78713 • Vendor# LNC7006 • SRP $2,999.00 • Cost $2,381.56
iQ 32-S:  DSC# 23469 • Vendor# LNC7010US • SRP $2,999.00 • Cost $2,381.56

iQ SCB Sync Station
The iQ SCB Sync Station is the syncing and charging heart of the Lock ‘n’ Charge iQ product 
family, and can be bundled with every solution in the iQ line. As a standalone solution, the iQ 
SCB Sync Station allows users to sync and charge 16 iPad devices in the same time it would 
take to charge one.

DSC# 78714 • Vendor# LNC7000 • SRP $1,200.00 • Cost $952.94

http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Lock%20n%20Charge%20Tech&q=Lock%20n%20Charge%20Tech
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Sync & Charge

Innergie Magic Cable Trio
This multi-function cable offers sync & charge capabilities across Apple devices 
and more. Great for charging multiple types of mobile devices, this cable has a 
USB	connector,	Micro	USB	connector,	and	30-pin	Apple	connector	for	maximum	
compatibility, all in one cord! 

DSC# 70228 • Vendor# TACC-FMD70GRAP1 
SRP $19.99 • Cost $12.21

Innergie PocketCell
The Innergie PocketCell is a universal rechargeable mobile battery bank designed 
to provide power when users need it the most for all USB-powered devices. It 
charges all USB-powered mobile devices, including tablets, smartphones, and 
other devices that constitute mobile learning implementations. 

DSC# 70229 • Vendor# TBP3000ANA 
SRP $69.99 • Cost $42.77

Kanex ATV Pro
The Kanex ATV Pro provides a streamlined method of mirroring an iOS device 
to a VGA projector or monitor. Use this connector to eliminate the need for 
expensive HDMI projection equipment upgrades. With this device, customers 
can join the thousands of classrooms nationwide that can mirror and stream 
content direct to a VGA projector via an Apple TV. 

DSC# 15231 • Vendor# ATVPRO 
SRP $59.00 • Cost $36.88

Kanex Signal Converter
The Kanex Signal Converter is perfect for those who want to utilize the Apple 
Cinema Display with legacy Mac models that are equipped with a DVI port. 
Perfect for extending the usability of schools’ hardware.

DSC# 75661 • Vendor# C247d 
SRP $129.95 • Cost $55.69

iPhone 5 solutions  
from Symtek!

Coming Soon!

Contact your Account Manager for details.

www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Innergie&q=Innergie
http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Kanex&q=Kanex
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Third Rail System for iPhone® 4/4S
The	Ultimate	3-in-1	solution:	the	Third	Rail	system	
includes a removable battery pack which attaches to 
its slim case when you need it. Never worry about 
low battery life again with the Third Rail system – 
winner of the Red Dot award for Design!

DSC# 40422 • Vendor# L1980 
SRP $89.99 • Cost $54.99

Sync & Charge

Also available as stand-alone solutions!

Third Rail Case  
for iPhone 4/4S
DSC# 40425 • Vendor# L1957 
SRP $39.99 • Cost $24.43

Third Rail Mobility  
Universal Smart Battery
DSC# 40428 • Vendor# L1955 
SRP $59.99 • Cost $36.66
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http://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Third%20Rail%20Mobility&q=Third%20Rail%20Mobility

